Augsburg CLASS Office (Disability Resources) http://www.augsburg.edu/class/
Quick Guide for Working with Students with…
Autism Spectrum/Asperger Syndrome
	Characteristics of the Condition:	
Might be perceived as “aloof” or inappropriate in interactions with others
May avoid eye contact
May have extensive spoken vocabulary, but words may be used incorrectly or idiosyncratically
May seem to talk “at you” rather than “with you”
May be insensitive to social cues, implicit messages and oblique or implied communications
May fail to understand sarcasm, humor, irony, metaphor, simile or figurative language
May tend to be very concrete in interpretations of spoken or written language
May be obsessively interested in a few topics
May be very distressed by changes in routine, especially if that change is unexpected
May sometimes neglect personal care
May dress inappropriately for occasion
May be vulnerable to harassment or exploitation by others
					
	Impact on Classroom Performance and Presentation:
Oral contributions may be tangential to topic under discussion
Qualities of voice, prosody, affect may be unusual
May show little concern with appearance or personal hygiene
May become distressed when expectations or routines are disrupted
May become distressed or upset without clear cause and need to leave
Writings may be redundant, returning to the same topic repeatedly
Writing may show little anticipation of, or concern for, the knowledge or interests of the reader
May be able to state facts and details with pedantic precision and obsessive profusion
Is likely to  be greatly challenged by papers requiring: 	
	understanding another’s perspective (including motive, emotion, intent, false belief…)

use or analysis of figurative language or abstract literary devices (humor, irony, etc.)
writing on a topic outside the student’s area of interest
writing that hinges on analyses of others’ beliefs or comparison of others’ subjective states.

	Interaction with Students:		
You may need to be very concrete in making suggestions or defining assignments.  Don’t depend on the student “reading between the lines” or expect her/him to understand sarcasm, humor, etc.
Don’t use absolute words such as always or never unless that is exactly what you mean
Usual social cues may not work.  For example, if your time for meeting with a student is going to be limited, make that known clearly at the outset.
Example: (Student arrives at your office at 1:40).  “We have only 20 minutes to work together. At 2:00, I’m going to ask you to take my suggestions home and start making changes to your paper.  Come to my office tomorrow afternoon at 3:30 and show me what you’ve done.”
Use clear directives when referring to revisions that need to be made to a piece of writing .
	have the student make a “to do list” of what needs to be changed

number the changes on their writing so they have an order to follow	
if modeling writing rules, write them on a separate sheet for future reference
keep instructions simple and direct
ask students to repeat directions in their own words to check comprehension.		
	Use clear, detailed directives when…

	a student invades your space or imposes on your time

giving assignments or specifying revisions to submitted work
the student’s classroom comments or conversational volume become inappropriate (e.g., “The topic we are discussing is X; I’d like to hear what others have to say; You are speaking too loudly)

